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Abstract

The use of indwelling pleural catheters (IPC) has an established place in the management of malignant pleural effusion (MPE) when pleurodesis has failed or is unsuitable. The use of IPC as a front line therapy in place of pleurodesis is also gathering momentum. Recent studies confirmed that IPCs provide similar improvement in symptoms and quality of life, and requires fewer hospital days, when compared against talc pleurodesis. Adverse events related to IPC treatment are uncommon and generally mild. Comparing the cost-effectiveness of IPC and pleurodesis is difficult and remains a contentious issue. Patients with a MPE are a heterogeneous group; it is likely some patients may benefit more from IPC and others from pleurodesis. How best to identify these subgroups is of high priority in MPE research. In the meantime patients should be offered both options of IPC and pleurodesis (if no contraindication) and patient preference incorporated into the decision process.
Introduction

Malignant pleural effusion (MPE) is a common clinical problem with a growing incidence. Talc pleurodesis, first reported in 1935, remains a mainstay practice, testifying to a serious lack of progress in the clinical management in MPE. Studies in recent years have also raised concerns of the suboptimal efficacy and safety of talc pleurodesis. Success of talc pleurodesis was often defined, in older literature, as no radiological evidence of fluid re-accumulation after 28-30 days, and reported as 90+%.

Large randomized studies however failed to reproduce such figures and instead showed a 30-day success of approximately 75% even in selected patients with no significant trapped lung. More importantly, the failure rate of talc pleurodesis increases the longer the patients survives; by six months only ~50% patients still have adequate fluid control.

The advent of indwelling pleural catheters (IPCs) allows clinicians to question the wisdom of pleurodesis. The majority of patients with MPE have an incurable malignancy. The aim of management should be optimal palliation, especially against the associated breathlessness, which is often disabling, frightening and reduces quality of life (QoL). The median survival for MPE patients is 3-4 months. Evacuation of the MPE often requires spending precious days of the patients’ remaining life in hospital and can be associated with significant health care costs.

The ideal therapy for MPE patients should offer effective fluid control, improve dyspnea and QoL, be safe, minimally invasive and affordable and limit time in hospital.

Advantages of Indwelling Pleural Catheter (IPC)

The use of IPCs has grown exponentially, especially in the management of malignant pleural effusions, since the Food and Drug Administration approved their use in 1997. Commonly used commercially-available devices include PleurX® catheter (CareFusion, USA) and Rocket® IPC (Rocket Medical, England) which have similar designs, and will hereafter be discussed generically as an IPC.

IPCs are 15.5 to 16 French silicone catheters and approximately 65 cm in length with a fenestrated section. The catheters are designed to remain in situ indefinitely for the remaining lifespan of the patient. The polyester cuff in the tunneled portion of the catheter promotes tissue fibrosis and avoids inadvertent catheter dislodgement. Tunneling of the catheter is believed to reduce infection risks though this has not been formally tested. The one-way valve at the distal end of the catheter permits ambulatory drainage of pleural fluid: the catheter can be ‘opened’ and connected to
drainage devices when needed whilst at other times the patient can continue usual daily activities with the catheter capped off.

Insertion of the catheter is a minor intervention usually requiring only local anesthesia or conscious sedation. It can be performed as an outpatient day procedure and the patient is ambulant promptly afterwards. Two incisions are made between which the polyester cuff is tunneled into the subcutaneous tissue. The fenestrated part is inserted into the pleural space using Seldinger’s technique via the cranial incision. The frequency of drainage can be determined by the patient depending on the rate of fluid re-accumulation and severity of symptoms, mainly dyspnea. It thus provides greater control and flexibility to the patients in managing their condition. Drainage itself can be performed by a trained carer or health care worker, removing the need of repeated invasive pleural drainage procedures, and the associated risks, costs and hospitalizations.

Effective fluid control

An estimated 50% of patients with a MPE will develop symptomatic re-accumulation requiring more definitive therapy to control fluid recurrence. Pleurodesis, either mechanically (via surgery), eg pleurectomy, or chemically using a sclerosing agent has been the treatment of choice for decades. Surgical pleurodesis is costly, carries anesthetic risks and is associated with post-procedural intercostal neuralgia, and is not appropriate in the majority of MPE patients who have advanced malignancies with a limited life expectancy. Pleurodesis, especially via bedside instillation of a sclerosant, is the most common procedure worldwide to control MPE recurrence. Talc has been shown to be the most cost-effective sclerosant. However, recent studies have confirmed that talc pleurodesis (either by thoracoscopic poudrage or instillation as a slurry) is effective in around 75% of cases at one month. More importantly, the longer the patient survives, the more likely there will be fluid re-accumulation necessitating further interventions. In the largest randomized trial of MPE to date, only 50% of patients will still have adequate fluid control by six months post-talc pleurodesis. The median survival of patients with a metastatic pleural carcinoma is around 4 months, and those with a primary pleural mesothelioma about 9-12 months. Thus the lifetime control of fluid re-accumulation by pleurodesis is suboptimal.

In addition, pleurodesis is only appropriate when the patient has full lung expansion after fluid drainage. The incidence of trapped lung varies among studies. Even for patients admitted to the hospital with the intent to perform pleurodesis, approximately 25% were found to be unsuitable, most often due to insufficient lung expansion, as shown in a study in the Netherlands.
IPC is now accepted as the preferred management in patients with failed pleurodesis or in whom pleurodesis is inappropriate (eg trapped lung). IPCs function as a continuous access to the pleural cavity, through which pleural fluid can be drained without the need for repeat invasive procedures. A wealth of literature has testified to the effectiveness of IPCs in pleural fluid drainage. In most studies, over 90% of patients treated with an IPC do not require any further effusion-related pleural intervention.

It is therefore logical to examine if IPC can be used as the frontline treatment in place of pleurodesis, rather than only when the latter is contraindicated or fails. Several key studies have now established that IPC has at least an equivalent benefit when compared with pleurodesis, thus challenging the conventional treatment paradigm, since the first randomized controlled trial comparing IPC with (doxycycline) pleurodesis was published in 1999, including a UK multicenter randomized trial, and a small study from the USA. Additional randomized studies on the benefits of IPC over pleurodesis are also underway in the Netherlands and Australasia.

Two schools of thoughts exist in the clinical application of IPC. In many centers it is advocated as an alternative to pleurodesis (see below) and a strong focus of the drainage regime is to keep the pleural cavity dry, eg via daily or alternate day fluid drainages. Others believe that the goal of MPE management is symptom palliation, and evacuation of fluid should only need to be performed as guided by patient symptoms. Often, complex drainage schedules are described.

In either case, spontaneous pleurodesis, if it occurs, is an added advantage as it allows removal of the catheter, thus negating the associated risks of IPC-related complications, inconvenience and costs. Spontaneous pleurodesis associated with IPC use has varying definitions in published literature, Figure 1. Rates of spontaneous pleurodesis range from 26% to 76% in most large series, and the median time to spontaneous pleurodesis varies from one to three months. Numerous factors may confound the incidence of pleurodesis, including the incidence of trapped lung in the study cohort, duration of patient survival, underlying types of malignancy and if pleurodesis has been attempted before.

The amount of fluid drained in the first week has also been suggested as a predictor of spontaneous pleurodesis as the median drainage is significantly less in the group that achieves pleurodesis as compared to the group that does not. Studies are underway to investigate the influence of drainage schedules on pleurodesis rates. Whether these different regimens will lead to reliably better pleurodesis rates in real world setting will also depend on the patient’s compliance with the prescribed drainage schedules.
The rate of spontaneous pleurodesis may be lower in cases of lung cancer compared to other malignancies and in the presence of a trapped lung.⁵⁷ Even in patients unsuitable for talc pleurodesis who undergo IPC insertion, most patients have symptomatic benefit and spontaneous pleurodesis has been reported.⁵⁰,⁵¹

### Reference Criteria for inclusion

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Criteria for inclusion</th>
<th>Incidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ref 31</td>
<td>Pleural symphysis</td>
<td>21/100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 51</td>
<td>Pleural fusion with subsequent IPC removal</td>
<td>11/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 60</td>
<td>IPC removal</td>
<td>19/82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 46</td>
<td>IPC removal*</td>
<td>110/418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 54</td>
<td>Drainage 3x&lt;50mL, without progressive symptoms or fluid on CXR</td>
<td>22/63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 64</td>
<td>No drainage for 1 month and no significant effusion on CXR</td>
<td>37/90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 79</td>
<td>No definition provided</td>
<td>13/31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 50</td>
<td>Drainage &lt;10mL</td>
<td>22/52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 58</td>
<td>Drainage 3x&lt;50mL, without progressive symptoms or fluid on CXR</td>
<td>103/240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 30</td>
<td>No definition provided</td>
<td>42/91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 44</td>
<td>Cessation of fluid*</td>
<td>26/51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 49</td>
<td>Long term relief with absence on CXR until death</td>
<td>11/19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 57</td>
<td>IPC removal following tapered drainage</td>
<td>173/295</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 48</td>
<td>Drainage 3x&lt;30mL in 3 consecutive days</td>
<td>17/26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ref 63</td>
<td>No definition provided</td>
<td>95/125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>722/1734</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**FIGURE 1 - Rates of spontaneous pleurodesis**

A literature summary of published rates of spontaneous pleurodesis in IPC patients, and the different definitions used.

* the inclusion criteria of Ref 44 and 46 included no clinical or radiological re-accumulation of fluid, IPC removal, and no subsequent need for further pleural interventions

### Quality of Life (QoL)

It is increasingly realized by clinicians and patients that the primary goal of MPE management is palliation and thus QoL is an essential measurement in assessing any therapy for MPE. However, studying QoL is difficult in this patient population. To date, there are no validated instruments specific for QoL assessment in MPE patients. The patients’ sense of well-being is often influenced by numerous factors not directly related to the MPE. Confounding co-morbidity from the underlying cancer and/or its treatment, as well as psychological issues such as uncertainty about prognosis, produce significant study ‘noise’ that hinders reliable assessment of the impact of MPE therapy in QoL of any individual patient.

The same difficulties apply even if the study endpoint is restricted to the impact of MPE therapy on dyspnea. Differential diagnosis of dyspnea in patients with end-stage cancer is broad and may not always be directly related to MPE alone. No dyspnea score has been validated for the use in patients suffering from MPE.

Withstanding these limitations, important attempts have been made to decipher the benefits of IPC management in QoL and symptom control.
In 1999, Putnam and colleagues showed in a randomized controlled trial with 144 patients (45 pleurodesis: 99 IPC) that at 30 days the modified Borg scale (MBS) dyspnea scores were significantly improved in the IPC group compared to those who received doxycycline pleurodesis. A recent randomized study of 106 MPE patients (54 pleurodesis: 52 IPC) employed the Visual Analog Scale (VAS) for dyspnea assessment. The study showed that IPC provided equivalent improvement in dyspnea compared with pleurodesis at six weeks after randomization. Dyspnea control at 6 months after randomization was superior in the IPC group. Quality of Life Questionnaire (QLQ-30) did not show significant differences at any time point between the two treatment arms.

Another randomized trial of 57 patients (29 pleurodesis: 28 IPC) employed multiple instruments for QoL assessment (distress score, number of symptoms, the Memorial Symptom Assessment Scale, changes in function form, performance status, dyspnea score, physical function, emotional state, and social life). Overall, patients randomized for IPC treatment had better dyspnea scores than those pleurodesed, especially in patients with trapped lungs.

Allowing patients the choice between IPC and pleurodesis may also provide a sense of control over their palliation treatment. In a non-randomized, patient-choice study, patients who chose to have IPC (n=34) were significantly more likely to report improvement in QoL (recorded on a visual analog scale) than those who elected to receive talc pleurodesis (n=31), p=0.02. Interestingly, in this study when patients were given a choice, approximately equal number of patients chose IPCs and talc pleurodesis. Concluded from FACIT-TS-G questionnaires, the majority of patients treated with IPC was satisfied, would recommend it to others with MPE and would choose it again. In a non-randomized observational study (82 IPCs), patients reported significant improvements QoL and dyspnea assessed by QLQ-C30 and QLQ-LC13, at 2 and 14 weeks after IPC insertion.

Despite the limitation of the study tools and the variations in trial protocols, the overall picture that has emerged from the published data would support that IPC is at least as efficient as (talc) pleurodesis in relieving dyspnea and/or improving QoL.

Safe treatment for MPE

The overall safety of IPC use has been confirmed in many observation series as well as randomized and non-randomized trials. Wrightson et al summarized the reported complication rates in published literature and showed that common reported adverse events are mild and easily controlled. Post-insertion pain was the most common reported side effect, affecting about one-third of patients, but
is transient (<72 hours) and usually required only simple analgesia. More significant complications e.g. symptomatic loculation (<10%), infection or catheter tract metastases do occur but at low and very acceptable incidences (<5%), **Figure 2A/B**.

**FIGURE 2A - Rates cellulitis after IPC placement**
A literature summary of published rates of (a) cellulitis and in IPC patients, showing a low incidence in all series.

**FIGURE 2B - Rates of empyema after IPC placement**
A literature summary of published rates of empyema in IPC patients, showing a low incidence in all series.

**Infections**

The fear of pleural infection from a long-term implanted device is the most significant deterring factor for the uptake of IPC. This concern is understandable considering that most of these patients are elderly and with advanced malignancy (some of whom may undergo chemotherapy).
To date, all literature series suggest IPC infection rates are low. Morel and colleagues showed that 7 out of 82 IPCs developed a pleural infection. The incidence rate was actually lower (one of 23) in patients treated with chemotherapy compared with 6 out of 59 patients who did not receive chemotherapy (4% vs 10%). In the TIME2 randomized study of 106 patients, five had a significant pleural infection of which only one received chemotherapy. The risk of any IPC related pleural infection must also be analyzed in the context of the cumulative risks of alternative management which often involves multiple pleural interventions (eg repeated drainages for trapped lung patients).

It is likely that infection was acquired during the course of the use of IPC, rather than at the time of insertion. Having reviewed 18 publications on IPC and pleural infections, only Sioris reported to have used antibiotic prophylaxis (Cephalexin, 750mg BID for 5 days) at the time of insertion, and showed an infection rate similar to other series. As the majority of patients treated with IPC and chemotherapy does not develop pleural infections, routine prophylactic antibiotics (even during immunosuppressed phase) appear unwarranted.

**Tract metastasis**

Fifteen tract metastases were reported in 13 studies with a combined number of nearly 1000 IPC insertions. Tract metastases are more often described in mesothelioma patients but have been described for metastatic carcinomas as well. There is a suspicion that tract metastases occur more frequently the longer the IPC is in situ, though the incidence is too low to allow meaningful analyses. Importantly, catheter tract metastases respond very promptly to radiotherapy which can be performed with the IPC in situ.

The value of prophylactic radiotherapy in pleural puncture sites in mesothelioma patients remain a contentious issue. The protective value of radiotherapy is even more doubtful in the setting of IPC as the risk of tumor invasion of the catheter tract is ongoing, which differs from the risks from one-off pleural interventions (such as thoracotomy). Thus, radiotherapy should be reserved for patients with symptomatic tract metastases only.

**Mechanical defects**

Mechanical faults of the IPC drainage system can arise infrequently but most can be corrected without removal of the catheter. For example, catheter clogging occurs in a minority of cases and can be successfully treated with instillation of fibrinolitics. Rarely, mechanical defects (eg incompetent one-way valve) can occur but most can
easily be replaced. Removal of IPC can be difficult and fracture of the catheter leaving residual portions in situ has been reported. This should not raise concerns as the IPC is intended to remain for the remaining lifespan of the patient and retained segments have not been shown to increase morbidity.

Reducing hospitalization

Most patients with a MPE have advanced diseases and the prognosis is grave. Allowing patients to remain ambulatory outside hospital is one of the main goals in palliative care. IPCs are predominantly placed on an outpatient (or day case) basis, or at most requiring an overnight stay. Pleurodesis however requires inpatient care that can commonly take up about six days (the commonest quoted figure for talc slurry pleurodesis). Given a median survival of 3-4 months in patients suffering from a MPE, the hospital time for pleurodesis represents a significant proportion of the patients’ remaining lifespan. When pleurodesis fails or is contraindicated, repeated pleural drainage requires further (often multiple) hospital admissions.

Hospitalization time for pleurodesis differs among centers, and with various methods of pleurodesis. Comparison of inpatient care time by pulled data from different studies is therefore inappropriate. Direct comparison of hospital days between patients treated with IPC and pleurodesis is the subject of a randomized trial in Australasia. It should be emphasized that it is the cumulative hospital admission days (till death) that matter most to the patient, not just the initial hospital stay for the IPC or pleurodesis.

Putnam and coworkers retrospectively reviewed hospital durations for patients with an inpatient chest drain (n=68), as well as inpatient (n=40) and outpatient (n=60) indwelling pleural catheter. The latter group has significantly shorter hospitalization time (median 0 vs 7 days) for the initial procedure.

In the patient choice study described before, patients who chose to receive an IPC spent significantly fewer days in hospital for admissions due to effusion-related reasons or overall hospital days from procedure till death (median 3 vs 10 days; p<0.001 and 6.5 vs 18 days; p=0.002, respectively), as compared with the bedside pleurodesis group. In the TIME2 study patients randomized to the IPC group spent a median of 1 day in hospital (vs 4.5 days in the pleurodesis group, p<0.001) for drainage or drain-related complications after 12 months.

A recent pilot study also suggested that the insertion of an IPC immediately following thoracoscopic poudrage would decrease the hospital days significantly.
Cost-effectiveness

The cost-effectiveness of IPC (vs conventional pleurodesis) has provoked considerable discussions. No studies have performed thorough cost analyses comparing IPC and pleurodesis, in part because of the significant difficulties in such analyses. Most published works are retrospective or described only the costs of IPC (without direct head-on comparison with pleurodesis). Other papers rely on mathematical models comparing IPC against alternative treatments; the data have significant shortcomings and often cannot be extrapolated to other healthcare settings.

IPC and pleurodesis involved very different cost items and the quantity needed for each item varies widely among patients. There are also many factors such as survival, likelihood of success of pleurodesis, complication rates etc which either vary significantly in the literature and/or differ considerably among individual patients.

For example, IPC predominantly requires outpatient care, and most of the costs depend on the catheter and drainage kits, the latter depends on the frequency of drainage regime which can vary from daily to as required only (see above). Whether the drainage is performed by a family member or require home visits from community nurses, and how often the patient is reviewed by medical staff will also drastically alter the costs. The duration of IPC drainage also varies widely depending on patient survival, and if spontaneous pleurodesis develop. Complications are uncommon, as discussed, but in those small proportion of patients the costs can rise sharply (eg inpatient for intravenous antibiotics for IPC related pleural infection). The longer the IPC is in situ, the more drainage devices the patient will consume, the higher the risks of complications and the more healthcare resources (eg community nurse visits) are needed.

On the other hand, pleurodesis costs vary significantly among centers, and the price for hospital bed days vary greatly around the world. Surgical pleurodesis are generally more expensive than bedside pleurodesis. If pleurodesis fails, subsequent costs will have to include additional intervention procedures.

In 2000, Putnam showed that early (7-days) hospital charges were lowest when IPC was inserted on an outpatient basis, compared with both inpatient IPC insertion and chest tube doxycycline pleurodesis. Total (long term) hospital charges did not differ significantly between these groups, neither did overall survival. 31

Puri and colleagues compared four pleural interventions for MPE management in their cost-effective analysis: repeated thoracentesis, IPC, bedside pleurodesis and thorascoscopic pleurodesis. Based on projected figures the paper concluded that IPC is most cost-effective in providing Quality Adjusted Life Years (QALYs) for patients with limited (ie <3 months) survival. If the patient is to survive 12 months or more,
bedside pleurodesis was the most economical.\textsuperscript{70} Another study also showed that IPCs appeared to be more cost-effective in patients with a life expectancy of less than 6 weeks compared to those with longer survival. Effective treatment was defined as resolved effusion following survival of all potential life threatening complications caused by either IPC insertion or talc pleurodesis. Resolution of effusion was assumed to be higher from talc pleurodesis than IPC insertion (based on figures of 80\% vs 45\%, respectively). The IPC complication rate was estimated at 7.5\%, and 1.5\% for talc pleurodesis. IPC induced pleural adherence was estimated to occur after 10 weeks, and patients were assumed to be visited by a nurse thrice weekly for drainage.\textsuperscript{71} Caution must be exercised in adopting these conclusions as even small changes in the figures used for calculation (eg pleurodesis success rate) can profoundly alter the cost-effectiveness ratios\textsuperscript{72} and the figures used for analysis are sometimes contestable.

Clinicians are also notoriously poor in predicting patient’s life expectancy in MPE. For example, the CALGB study (n=482 MPE patients) had a recruitment criterion of a life expectancy of at least 2 months; however almost 50\% of the recruited patients died within 30 days.\textsuperscript{24} Treatment decisions based on prognosis may be difficult to implement until better means of assessing survival is available for MPE patients.

The concept of combined use of IPC as well as pleurodesis is now being explored, either by implanting IPC post-thoracoscopic pleurodesis,\textsuperscript{56} or to instill talc slurry via an IPC. Successful combination of both management strategies may help reduce costs.

The price of drainage catheters and bottles varies among countries and vendors, and are subjected to market competitions. A change in the pricing of these consumables will also dramatically alter the results of the cost-effectiveness assessments. Other forms of less expensive devices (such as reusable Surgivac pumps in Egypt) are also being tried in various centers which will influence healthcare costing.\textsuperscript{73}

**Conclusion and Future Directions**

The use of IPC is gathering momentum around the world, more than a decade after it gained FDA approval. Its efficacy is well proven as a rescue treatment of MPEs when pleurodesis has failed or is contraindicated. In addition, the use of IPC as a front line therapy in place of pleurodesis is growing in popularity. IPC provides improvements in QoL and dyspnea scores at least similar to talc pleurodesis. No major safety issues have been identified. IPCs significantly reduce pleural interventions, hospital admissions and inpatient expenses. The use of IPC also highlights the priorities of MPE management, ie improving symptoms and QoL rather than to create pleural symphysis.
The precise benefits of IPC, especially in its cost-effectiveness and impact on QoL, require further investigations. It is likely that different subsets of patients may benefit from using IPC or pleurodesis as first line of management for their MPE. Future studies are needed to help identify criteria to guide the choice of therapy in individual patients. Combining both pleurodesis and IPC treatments may further increase effectiveness. In the meantime patients should be offered both options of IPC and pleurodesis (if no contraindications) and patient preference should be incorporated into the decision process on clinical management.